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The only English translation of the first book of its kind,
enhanced by Professor Seipp's detailed Table of Contents
demonstrating the exhaustive scope of the work, followed by his
new introductory essay. Statham's Abridgment was originally
published circa 1490. Drawn from the Year Books and arranged
alphabetically, it contains 258 titles and about 3,700 notes on
cases and points of law. Some of the earlier entries are brief, but it
also contains some long reports that do not appear in the printed
Year Books. Statham [d.1472], to whom this work is attributed,
devotes much attention to criminal law, trespass and procedure.
It is, on the whole, a fascinating document and a landmark in the
development of the common law.
The Model Rules of Professional Conduct provides an up-todate resource for information on legal ethics. Federal, state and
local courts in all jurisdictions look to the Rules for guidance in
solving lawyer malpractice cases, disciplinary actions,
disqualification issues, sanctions questions and much more. In
this volume, black-letter Rules of Professional Conduct are
followed by numbered Comments that explain each Rule's
purpose and provide suggestions for its practical application. The
Rules will help you identify proper conduct in a variety of given
situations, review those instances where discretionary action is
possible, and define the nature of the relationship between you
and your clients, colleagues and the courts.
From the Earliest Period to the Present Time
The English Reports
Parliamentary Papers
Hearing[s] Before the Committee on Interstate Commerce,
United States Senate, Sixty-second Congress, Pursuant to S. Res.
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98, a Resolution Directing the Committee on Interstate
Commerce to Investigate and Report Desirable Changes in the
Laws Regulating and Controlling Corporations, Persons, and
Firms, Engaged in Interstate Commerce ...
To which is Added an Appendix of Precedents
Model Rules of Professional Conduct
This book is designed to complement the
author's A New Land Law,integrating with
that work in its simplified terminology,
and emphasising a three-fold functional
classification of leases – short
residential tenancies, long residential
leases and commercial leases. Rented
housing is treated as a unified whole,
with particular prominence being given to
shorthold arrangements. The book includes
reference to the changes to the allocation
and homelessness regimes proposed by Part
II of the Homes Bill 2000. It also
considers the impact of the Human Rights
Act 1998, the changes to repossession
procedures implemented by the Woolf
Reforms, and the year 2000 bumper crop of
decisions on housing law. Leasehold tenure
is undergoing dramatic changes. The book
draws a functional distinction between
long residential leases and rental
arrangements, based on the registrability
of long leases, their freedom from rent
controls and security of tenure, special
controls of management and forfeiture, and
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enfranchisement rights. Extensive coverage
is given to the Commonhold and Leasehold
Reform Bill 2000, introduced into the
House of Lords in December 2000, and
promising improvements in the
enfranchisement schemes, additional
management controls, and a commonhold
scheme. Topics on commercial leases
(business and agricultural) given special
attention include the reasonable recipient
principle for the construction of notices,
a decision on the effect on a sub-tenant
of an upwards notice to quit by his head
tenant, and Law Commission proposals on
the Termination of Tenancies (1999).
Reprint of the original, first published
in 1869.
Reports of Cases Argued and Determined in
the High Court of Chancery
Building
Embracing the Statutory Provisions and
Judicial Decisions of the Several United
States in Reference Thereto
During the Time of Lord Chancellor Eldon;
from the Commencement of the Sittings
Before Hilary Term, 1818, to the End of
the Sittings After Michaelmas Term, 1819
The City Record
Palmer's Index to "The Times" Newspaper
The Harvard Law Review is a student-run journal of legal
scholarship. It is intended to be an effective research tool
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for practicing lawyers and students of the law. The
Review publishes articles by professors, judges, and
practitioners and solicits reviews of important recent
books from recognized experts.
A comprehensive comparative treatment of six instances
of time-limited interests in land as encountered in
fourteen European jurisdictions. The survey explores the
commercial or social origins of each legal institution
concerned and highlights their enforceability against third
parties, their content and their role in land development.
The commercial purpose of residential and agricultural
leases is contrasted with the social aim of personal
servitudes (and its common-law equivalent liferent) to
provide sustenance for life to mostly family members
making the latter an important estate planning device.
Whereas the ingrained principles of leases and personal
servitudes restrain the full exploitation of land, it is
indicated that public authorities and private capital could
combine to turn the old-fashioned time-limited institutions
of hereditary building lease (superficies) and hereditary
land lease (emphyteusis) into pivotal devices in
alleviating the acute shortage of social housing and in
promoting the fullest exploitation of pristine agricultural
land.
Modern Land Law
As Developed and Established by the Decisions and
Annotations Contained in Lawyers Reports Annotated,
American Decisions, American Reports, American State
Reports, American and English Annotated Cases,
American Annotated Cases, English Ruling Cases,
British Ruling Cases, United States Supreme Court
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Reports, and Other Series of Selected Cases
Cases Argued and Determined in the Supreme Court of
Louisiana
Everybody's Guide to Small Claims Court
The Supreme Court Millennium Digest
Reports of Cases Argued and Determined in All the
Superior Courts of Common Law Together with Cases
Carried by Writs of Error from Those Courts to the
Exchequer Chamber, Or Thence by Appeal to the House
of Lords; Also Cases Carried by Appeal from the
Colonial Common Law Courts to the Privy Council
'Modern Land Law' is a core textbook
providing students with a clear
understanding of the principles of the
subject. It analyzes the social context of
modern land law and the policy tensions to
which it gives rise.
Model Rules of Professional
ConductAmerican Bar Association
A Collection of Cases Overruled, Denied,
Doubted, Or Limited in Their Application,
Taken from American and English Reports
Time Limited Interests in Land
Record
A Treatise on the American Law of Landlord
and Tenant
Notes on the Revenue Act of 1918
West's federal reporter : cases argued and
determined in the United States courts of
appeals and Temporary Emergency Court of
Appeals
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Cases argued and determined in the Supreme
Court of North Carolina.
This comprehensive resource explores the
effective handling of basic and complicated
residential and commercial landlord-tenant
questions. In addition to detailing the potent
"substantive rights" created by the State's
Consumer Protection Act (Chapter 93A), it
analyzes the differences between various rent
control statutes of municipalities such as
Boston, Cambridge, and Brookline and offers
settlement strategies for both landlords and
tenants. Plentiful citations to authority help
you support your case.
An Index of the Cases Overruled, Reversed,
Denied, Doubted, Modified, Limited,
Explained, and Distinguished, by the Courts
of America, England, and Ireland
The Law Journal
(1922)
Containing All the Cases Argued and
Determined in the House of Lords, [etc.[ ;
Together with a Selection of Cases of
Universal Application Decided in the Superior
Courts in Ireland and in Scotland
The English Reports: Chancery (including
collateral reports) (1557-1865)
Digest of Supreme Court judgments from
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1950-2000.
The Law Times Reports of Cases Decided in the
House of Lords, the Privy Council, the Court of
Appeal ... [new Series].
Statham's Abridgement of the Law
A Collection of Cases Overruled, Doubted, Or
Limited in Their Application, Taken from American
and English Reports
The First Part of the Institutes of the Laws of
England
Hearings Before the Committee on Interstate
Commerce, United States Senate, Sixty-second
Congress, Pursuant to S. Res. 98
A Resolution Directing the Committee on
Interstate Commerce to Investigate and Report
Desirable Changes in the Laws Regulating and
Controlling Corporations, Persons, and Firms
Engaged in Interstate Commerce
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